The application of the Reformulation Linearization Technique (RLT) to the Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP) leads to a tight linear relaxation with huge dimensions that is hard to solve. Previous works found in the literature show that these relaxations combined with branch-and-bound algorithms belong to the state-of-the-art of exact methods for the QAP. For the level 3 RLT (RLT3), using this relaxation is prohibitive in conventional machines for instances with more than 22 locations due to memory limitations. This paper presents a distributed version of a dual ascent algorithm for the RLT3 QAP relaxation that approximately solves it for instances with up to 30 locations for the first time. Although, basically, the distributed algorithm has been implemented on top of its sequential conterpart, some changes, which improved not only the parallel performance but also the quality of solutions, were proposed here. When compared to other lower bounding methods found in the literature, our algorithm generates the best known lower bounds for 26 out of the 28 tested instances, reaching the optimal solution in 18 of them.
Introduction
Given N objects, N locations, a flow f ik from each object i to each object k, k i, and a distance d jn from each location j to each location n, n j, the quadratic assignment problem (QAP) consists of assigning each object i to exactly a location j. We wish to find: 
Initially presented by Koopmans & Beckmann (1957) , the QAP has practical applications in several areas, such as facility layout, electronic circuit board design, construction planning, etc. The QAP is one of the most difficult and studied combinatorial optimization problems found in OR literature. Usually, difficult instances require a great deal of computational effort to be solved exactly. In Adams et al. (2007) , for example, a 30-location instance is solved on a single cpu of a Dell 7150 PowerEdge server in 1,848 days. Thus, good lower bounds are crucial for solving instances with more than 15 locations in reasonable processing time. They would allow that a large number of alternative solutions is discarded during the search for the optimal solution in the branch-and-bound tree.
A summary of the techniques used for calculating lower bounds is presented in Loiola et al. (2007) . In the QAPLIB website Burkard. et al. (1991) , a table showing lower bounds for each instance of the site is presented. The best lower bounds were achieved by Burer & Vandenbussche (2006) , Adams et al. (2007) and Hahn et al. (2012) . The dual ascent algorithm based on the RLT3 formulation, described in Hahn et al. (2012) , calculates tight lower bounds, but the use of such technique in conventional machines for instances with more than 25 locations is impossible due to its large memory requirements. For example, to solve an instance of 25 locations, Hahn, in Hahn et al. (2012) , used a host with 173 GB of shared memory. Recently, a very difficult instance with 30 locations has been solved exactly also using the RLT3 formulation (see http://www.seas.upenn.edu/qaplib/news.html).
In this case, the authors used the same cluster of machines, which contains hosts with up to 2 TB of shared memory.
The contribution of this paper is the proposal of a distributed application developed on top of the sequential algorithm proposed in Hahn et al. (2012) , but not equivalent to it, since our new algorithm has some important changes, which improve not only the performance but also the quality of RLT3 lower bounds for some instances. This distributed algorithm executes on a conventional cluster of computers and generates the best known lower bounds for 26 out of the 28 tested instances, reaching the optimal solution in 18 of them.
Reformulation-linearization technique applied to the QAP
The reformulation-linearization technique was initially developed by Adams & Sherali (1986) , aiming to generate tight linear programming relaxations for discrete and continuous nonconvex problems. For mixed zero-one programs involving m binary variables, RLT establishes an m-level hierarchy of relaxations spanning from the ordinary linear programming relaxation to the convex hull of feasible integer solutions. For a given z ∈ {i, .., m}, the level-z RLT, or RLTz, constructs various polynomial factors of degree z consisting of the product of some z binary variables x j or their complements (1 − x j ). We find in the literature various RLT levels applied to the QAP, RLT1 in Hahn & Grant (1998) , RLT2 in Adams et al. (2007) and RLT3 in Hahn et al. (2012) . The RLT consists of two steps: the reformulation and linearization.
The RLT3 reformulation, presented in Hahn et al. (2012) (k = i and n j) or (k i and n = j) in quadratic expressions; remove all products x i j x kn x pq if (p = i and q j), (p = k and q n), (p i and q = j) or (p k and q = n) in cubic expressions; and, finally, remove all products x i j x kn x pq x gh if (g = i and h j), (g = k and h n), (g = p and h q), (g i and h = j), (g k and h = n) or (g p and h = q) in biquadratic expressions.
The linearization consists of: (i) replace each product x i j x kn , with i k and j n, by the continuous variable y i jkn , imposing the constraints y i jkn = y kni j (2 complementaries) for all (i, j, k, n) with i < k and j n (applying RLT1); (ii) replace each product x i j x kn x pq , with i k p and j n q, by the continuous variable z i jknpq , imposing the constraints z i jknpq = z i jpqkn = z kni jpq = z knpqi j = z pqi jkn = z pqkni j (6 complementaries) for all (i, j, k, n, p, q) with i < k < p and j n q (applying RLT2); (iii) replace each product x i j x kn x pq x gh for v i jknpqgh , with i k p g and j n q h, by the continuous variable v i jknpqgh , imposing the constraints v i jknpqgh = v i jknghpq = ... = v ghpqkni j (24 complementaries) for all (i, j, k, n, p, q, g, h) with i < k < p < g and j n q h (applying RLT3).
At the end of RLT3 reformulation, we achieve the following objective function:
In the objective function (2), consider the constant term LB = 0, each coefficient j, k, n, p, q) with i k p and j n q , each coefficient j, k, n, p, q, g, h) with i k p g and j n q h. The dual ascent algorithm proposed in Hahn et al. (2012) consists of updating the constant term LB and the cost matrices B, C, D and E in such a way that the cost of any (integer) feasible solution with respect to the modified objective function remains unchanged, while maintaining nonnegative coefficients. As a consequence of this property, the value of LB at any moment of the execution is a valid lower bound on the optimal solution cost for the QAP. In the light of these aspects, the following procedures are developed:
I. Cost spreading: consists of the cost distributions from matrix B to C, from matrix C to D and from matrix D to E. In the cost spreading procedure from matrix B to 
and j n q; (iii) In the matrix E, for each (i, j, k, n, p, q, g, h) ,
, with i < k < p < g and j n q h.
Distributed Algorithm
In our distributed version, consider T the set of hosts running the application, and let R t (R t ∈ T ) be the identification of a host. Let f ik and d jn be flow and distance matrices respectively, according to equation (1), LB, the lower bound, and B,C,D and E, the matrices presented in the objective function (2). Consider G i j as a set composed of submatrices B, C, D, E with the same (i, j) stored and processed on R t . Sets of G are evenly distributed among the hosts. See Figure 1 for an example with twenty hosts, running an instance of N = 20. In this figure, the set G 15,7 composed of submatrices B 15,7 , C 15,7,k,n , D 15,7,k,n,p,q and E 15,7,k,n,p,q,g,h is stored and processed on the host R 13 . Other forms of mapping can be accomplished, since G i j is used as a load distribution unit. The RLT3 algorithm applied to the QAP requires a lot of RAM memory to store the coefficients of the matrices. An instance with N = 30, for example, requires around 1.6 TByte to store the matrix E, which is composed of N 2 x (N − 1) 2 x (N − 2) 2 x (N − 3) 2 elements, each one keeping an integer or float data (4 bytes). Although some improvements have been proposed in Hahn et al. (2012) , the required memory goes on being much bigger than the provided by modern computers.
In the distributed algorithm, complementaries belonging to different sets can be al- The steps of the distributed algorithm executed in the process R t are described next. j, k, n, p, q, g, h) with i k p g and j n q h, cont ← 1, lim ← total of iterations and optimal ← optimal solution or best known solution cost.
1-Initialization:
LB ← 0, B i j ← 0 ∀ (i, j), C i jkn ← f ik × d jn ∀ (i, j, k, n) with i k and j n, D i jknpq ← 0 ∀ (i, j, k, n, p, q) with i k p and j n q, E i jknpqgh ← 0 ∀ (i,
-Transferring complementaries of matrix C: For each R s ∈ T and R s R t , and for each (i, j, k, n) | G i j allocated in R t and G kn allocated in R s , i < k and j n, store coefficients C i jkn in Comp(C) ts ∀ i < k and j n. Send Comp(C) ts to R s . Upon receiving messages from other hosts, for each
G i j allocated in R t , C i jkn ← (C i jkn + C kni j )/2.
-Cost concentration from matrix C to matrix B:
For each G i j allocated in R t , concentrate the coefficients from matrix C to B, by executing the Hungarian Algorithm,
B i j ← Hungarian(C i j ).

4-Transferring matrix B: For each (i, j) | G i j allocated in R t , store coefficients B i j in Mens(B). Broadcast Mens(B)
to all hosts. After receiving messages from all other hosts, update local matrix B.
5-Cost concentration from matrix B to LB: LB ← Hungarian(B).
-Loop:
Repeat until cont = lim or LB = optimal, The loop termination condition is achieved when the total number of iterations reaches the previously defined limit (cont = lim) or the optimal solution is equal to the current lower bound (LB = optimal). 
-Cost spreading from matrix
-Cost transfer between complementary coefficients of matrix E:
For each R s ∈ T and R s R t , for each (i, j, k, n, p, q, g, h) | G i j allocated in R t and (G kn , G pq or G gh ) allocated in R s and i < k < p < g and j n q h, include the coefficients E i jknpqgh in Comp(E) ts . Send message containing Comp(E) ts . Upon receiving messages from all hosts, for each (i, j, k, n, p, q, g, h) 
-Cost concentration from matrix
14, 15, 16, and 17 -These steps are identical to Steps 2, 3, 4, and 5, respectively.
-loop end:
Increase the variable cont and return to Step 6.
Compared to the sequential version, the following modifications have been applied in the distributed algorithm: (i) use of floating point numbers instead of integers for cost coefficients; (ii) use of arithmetic means to transfer costs among complementary coefficients; (iii) execution of all cost transfers among complementary coefficients before concentration; and (iv) never spreading from LB to matrix B. From all these differences, the most important one is that of item (ii). In the sequential dual ascent algorithm proposed in Hahn et al. (2012) , cost transfers are performed with the aim of increasing all cost coefficients of the current submatrix M, by pushing residual cost from its complementaries, before applying the cost concentration in that matrix. This approach imposes a sequential handling of submatrices at the same RLT level. Taking arithmetic means allow that such matrices are processed in parallel but prevents from using residual costs resulting from the Hungarian algorithm in other matrices at the same RLT level in the same iteration. This reuse of costs is not possible because all costs are evenly distributed among all complementaries before all cost concentrations are performed at that level. Initially, we expected that such modification would significantly slow down the convergence of the lower bound and/or substantially reduce its quality but the experiments reported in the next section show that neither effects are observed. In fact,
we obtained better lower bounds in some cases. The application was implemented using the programming language C++ with the library IntelMPI library. The experiments were performed in the Netuno Cluster, see Silva et al. (2011) , a cluster composed of 256 hosts, interconnected by infiniband. Each host consists of a two Intel Xeon E5430 2.66GHz Quad core processor with 12MB cache L2 and 16 GB of RAM per host.
Experimental Results
A unique process is executed per host, allowing that it uses the total available memory without resource contention usually caused by process concurrency. So, only one core per host is used to execute the application.
For evaluation of the proposed distributed algorithm, the application terminates when the optimal solution is found or when a total of 300 iterations is executed, respecting a time limit (usually about three days per instance) that varies according the machine availability in the cluster. Nugent et al. (1968) , with size N = 20. In the second column, there are the optimal values for each instance. The third column (BV04) contains the gaps obtained by the lift-and-project relaxation proposed in Burer & Vandenbussche (2006) . At the fourth column (HH01), one finds the gaps obtained by the RLT2 based dual ascent algorithm proposed in Adams et al. (2007) . In the fifth column (HZ07), there are the gaps obtained by the RLT3 based dual ascent algorithm proposed in Hahn et al. (2012) . The results presented for the last two methods were obtained from the QAPLIB website, which does not contain values for all instances. In the sixth column, we show the lower bounds obtained in the RLT3 distributed version proposed in this paper. In the seventh column, we present the corresponding gaps, in the eighth column, the execution times in seconds, and in the last three columns, the speedups obtained via parallelism, the number of hosts used, and the number of iterations performed.
Also in Table 1 , notice that the lower bounds that correspond to optimal solution costs or gaps that are zero are marked with an asterisk, and those which are the best known gaps are in bold printed. For some instances, it was not possible to execute the sequential versions because of the memory constraints, in those cases the calculation of speedups were not applicable, as indicated in the table (NA).
Conclusion
The distributed version achieved goods results compared with other proposals, reaching the best known bounds of 26 out of 28 instances, being 18 of them the optimal solutions. The distributed algorithm allowed the execution of instances with size N = 28 and N = 30 for the first time using RLT3. Those good results were achieved due to the use some of parallelism and the changes proposed in the original sequential code.
